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Abstract— In this paper it is argued that there are
good reasons to choose current as the information-carrying
quantity in the case of low-voltage ultra-low-power design
constraints. This paper focuses on the influence of transfer
quality on that choice. To obtain power-efficient transfer
quality, indirect feedback is shown to be a good alternative
to traditional feedback techniques. Two recently developed
analog circuit techniques that both operate in the current
domain and employ indirect feedback are described, being
the continuous-time dynamic-translinear technique and the
discrete-time switched-MOSFET technique.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Low-voltage circuit techniques are applied in the area
of battery-operated systems. For portability reasons, the
size of the equipment must be small, which necessitates
the maximum integration of the signal processing circuitry.
However, as the size of batteries is now becoming the lim-
iting factor, the reduction of the power dissipation has be-
come an extra design constraint. As a consequence, the key
point is to develop, simultaneously, both low-voltage (i.e. 1
– 1.5 V) and low-current (i.e.< 1 mA) operating integrated
circuits in order to reduce the battery size.

Another design criterion that must be fulfilled is transfer
quality. This quality is influenced by two different kinds
of errors: stochastic ones and systematic ones. By stochas-
tic errors we mean inaccuracies in the input-output rela-
tion caused by noise or interference. Though impossible
to eliminate, their influence can be minimized by a proper
design strategy.

Systematic errors arise from network imperfections,
such as offset, non-linearity, inaccuracy of the device pa-
rameters, drift and temperature dependence. Probably the
most effective method to reduce their influence, and thus
to obtain an accurate transfer function, is by means of ap-
plying negative feedback, which allows us to exchange the
large gain provided by the (highly non-linear) active de-
vices for quality provided by (usually linear) passive de-
vices.

Design strategies for the reduction of stochastic errors
and systematic errors are normally not consistent with de-
sign strategies which take into account power dissipation,
voltage range and current range. Therefore, it is the com-
bination of transfer quality, low voltage and low power that
must be considered during the whole design process.

II. I NDIRECT FEEDBACK

As mentioned above, systematic errors can be reduced
by means of negative feedback. Fig. 1 shows the four basic
ways of applying (single-loop) direct feedback by means of
two two-ports. If all the transfer parameters of two-portH

approach infinity, i.e.,H is a nullor, the output signal (vL
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or iL) is related to the input signal (vS or iS) as the inverse
transfer function of the feedback networkTf .
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Fig. 1. Four basic direct negative-feedback amplifiers: a voltage amplifier
(A), a current amplifier (B), a transconductance amplifier (C) and a
transimpedance amplifier (D).

In low-voltage circuits, however, due to the restricted
voltage swing, it is often not possible, or at least not prefer-
able, to connect two ports of these two-port networks in
series, thus to sense the output current or to compare the
input voltage of a circuit directly. This occurs in configu-
rations A (at the input), B (at the output) and C (at both in-
put and output). Hence, all direct-feedback configurations,
except the transimpedance amplifier (configuration D), are
less suited for low-voltage applications.

To realize voltage, current and transconductance ampli-
fiers, a useful alternative to direct negative feedback may
be a technique calledindirect negative feedback[1]. In an
indirect-negative-feedback circuit, the output and/or the in-
put stage is copied, so that it has an equivalent input-output
relation, and the feedback signal is taken from and/or fed
back to that copy. Thus, it is possible to obtain a cir-
cuit response which is determined by the feedback network
only, assuming that the copying does not introduce errors.
A voltage amplifier, a current amplifier and a transcon-
ductance amplifier, all using the indirect negative-feedback
principle, are depicted in Figures 2, 3 and 4. It can be seen
that series-connected ports are now avoided in all configu-
rations.
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Fig. 2. A voltage amplifier with negative feedback and indirect voltage
comparison.

Again, if all the transfer parameters of two-portTr ap-
proach infinity,T2 = T1 andT4 = T3, the output signal (vL
or iL) is related to the input signal (vS or iS) as the inverse
transfer function of the feedback networkTf .

III. PROCESSING IN THE CURRENT DOMAIN

We now investigate how applying indirect negative feed-
back relates to the choice of the electrical quantities inside
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Fig. 3. A current amplifier with negative feedback and indirect current
sensing.
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Fig. 4. A transconductance amplifier with negative feedback and indirect
current sensing and indirect voltage comparison.

the system. In electronic circuits, indirect voltage compar-
ison results in a doubled power density spectrum of the
equivalent noise voltage at the input, because the outputs
of the direct and indirect input stages are connected in par-
allel. Indirect current sensing results in a doubled power
density spectrum of the noise current at the output, because
the direct and indirect output are placed in parallel. In prac-
tice, often the noise is most critical at the input, so on that
ground there may be a preference for current sensing and
thus for current as the information-carrying quantity.

Another disadvantage of the use of voltage as the
information-carrying quantity is that, when the circuits are
“voltage-driven,” i.e., from a low-impedance source, the
equivalent input noise voltage is predominantly the result
of the input noise voltage of both input stages. For bipolar
transistors and CMOS transistors in weak inversion, this in-
put noise voltage is inversely proportional to the bias (col-
lector or drain) current, and thus, in order to obtain a low
input noise voltage, these bias currents must be rather large.
This, of course, is in sharp contrast with our low-power re-
quirement.

When, however, the circuits are “current-driven,” thus
with a high impedance, the equivalent input noise cur-
rent is mainly determined by the input noise current of the
input stage. Since the equivalent input noise current of
bipolar transistors is proportional to the bias current, this
calls for small bias currents, which is in line with the low-
power requirement. This favors the choice of current as the
information-carrying quantity.

A third disadvantage of indirect voltage comparison is
that, in order to compensate each other, the non-linearities
of the two input stages must be symmetrical or opposite,
because the sum of their output currents must be nullified
by the nullor. In practice, this requires either two balanced
input stages or two complementary stages in a complemen-
tary IC process. The use of two balanced input stages, since
their input noise voltages are placed in series, again doubles
the power density spectrum of the equivalent input noise
voltage. A complementary IC process is often not avail-
able and, moreover, exact complementarity can never be
accomplished.

Indirect feedback at the output, however, calls for
two identical output stages, to compensate for the non-

linearities. These can easily be made in any ordinary IC
process. For this reason there again may be a preference
for current sensing and thus for current as the information-
carrying quantity.

Let us now address the influence of parasitic immitances.
The influence of parasitic admittances in parallel with the
signal path can be reduced by terminating the signal path
with a low impedance. The parasitic admittances then have
no voltages across their terminals and thus no current flows
in them. The influence of parasitic impedances in series
with the signal path can be reduced by terminating the sig-
nal path with a high impedance. Then no current flows in
the parasitic impedances and thus there is no voltage across
their terminals.

In low-power integrated circuits, often the parasitic ad-
mittances, i.e., the node capacitances, e.g., the transistors
junction capacitances, due to their (non-linear) voltage de-
pendency, have more influence on the signal behavior than
the parasitic impedances, i.e., the branch inductances and
resistances, e.g., the transistors’ bulk resistances. There-
fore it is convenient to terminate the signal paths with low
impedances as much as possible. In this situation it is best
to choose current as the information-carrying quantity.

This argument is also at the base of the popularity of
various ‘current-mode’ techniques, of which it is rightly
stated that they have an inherent ability to exhibit good
high-frequency properties.

Finally, we have to consider the power supply. In prac-
tice, this power supply is a voltage source (battery), giving
a limitation in voltage. The limitation in current is only in-
directly given by a limitation in the power of the battery and
might be less restricting than that of the voltage. This fa-
vors the choice of current as the information-carryingquan-
tity. However, not using the total range of this supply volt-
age for signal swing gives rise to waste of power.

From the above discussion, it will be clear that for low-
voltage ultra-low-power analog IC’s the total design pro-
cess must be considered, in which transfer quality plays
a dominant role. Designs, based on the design principles
shown above, confirm that current becomes more favorable
than voltage as the information-carrying quantity and that
indirect feedback is to be preferred in a low-voltage low-
power environment.

In the following sections, two recently developed analog
circuit techniques that both apply indirect negative feed-
back and process the information in the current domain are
presented: the continuous-timedynamic translineartech-
nique and the discrete-timeswitched MOSFETtechnique.

IV. DYNAMIC TRANSLINEAR CIRCUITS

Dynamic translinear (DTL) circuits, of which recently
an all-encompassing current-mode analysis and synthesis
theory has been developed in Delft [2], are based on the
DTL principle, which can be regarded as a generalization
of the well-known ‘static’ translinear principle, formulated
by Gilbert in 1975 [3].

The first DTL circuit was originally introduced by
Adams in 1979 [4], being a first-order lowpass filter. Al-
though not recognized then, this was actually the first
time a first-order linear differential equation was imple-
mented using translinear (TL) circuit techniques. In 1990,
Seevinck introduced a ‘companding current-mode integra-
tor’ [5] and since then the principle of TL filtering has
been extensively studied by Frey, Punzenberger and Enz,
Toumazou et al., Roberts et al., Fox et al., Tsividis et al.,
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Mulder and Serdijn, and others. See [2] for a detailed list
of references.

However, the DTL principle is not limited to filters, i.e.
linear differential equations. By using the DTL principle,
it is possible to implement linearandnonlinear differential
equations.

DTL circuits are based on two circuit principles, being
the static translinear principleand thedynamic translin-
ear principle. The first principle can be applied to realize
a wide variety of linear and non-linear static transfer func-
tions. All kinds of frequency-dependent functions can be
implemented by additionally applying the second princi-
ple.

A. Static translinear principle

TL circuits are based on the exponential relation be-
tween voltage and current, characteristic for diodes, bipo-
lar transistors and MOS transistors in the weak inversion
region. In the following discussion, bipolar transistors are
assumed. The collector currentIC of a bipolar transistor in
the active region is given by:

IC = ISe
VBE=VT ; (1)

where all symbols have their usual meaning.
The TL principle applies to loops of semiconductor junc-

tions. A TL loop is characterized by an even number of
junctions [3]. The number of devices with a clockwise ori-
entation equals the number of counter-clockwise oriented
devices. An example of a four-transistor TL loop is shown
in Fig. 5. It is assumed that the transistors are somehow
biased at the collector currentsI1 throughI4. When all de-

I1 I2 I3 I4

Fig. 5. A four-transistor translinear loop.

vices are equivalent and operate at the same temperature,
this yields the familiar representation of TL loops in terms
of products of currents:

I1I3 = I2I4: (2)

This generic TL equation is the basis for a wide variety of
static electronic functions, which are theoretically temper-
ature and process independent.

B. Dynamic translinear principle

The static TL principle is limited to frequency-
independent transfer functions. By admitting capacitors in
the TL loops, the TL principle can be generalized to in-
clude frequency-dependent transfer functions. The term
‘Dynamic Translinear’ was coined in [6] to describe the
resulting class of circuits. In contrast to other names pro-
posed in literature, such as ‘log-domain’ [4], ‘companding
current-mode’ [5], ‘exponential state-space’ [7], this term
emphasizes the TL nature of these circuits, which is a dis-
tinct advantage with respect to structured analysis and syn-
thesis.

The DTL principle can be explained with reference to
the sub-circuit shown in Fig. 6. Using a current-mode ap-
proach, this circuit is described in terms of the collector
currentIC and the currentIcap flowing through the capac-
itanceC. Note that the dc voltage sourceVconst does not
affectIcap. An expression forIcap can be derived from the
time derivative of (1) [5,6]:

Icap = CVT

_IC

IC
; (3)

where the dot represents differentiation with respect to
time.
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Fig. 6. Principle of dynamic translinear circuits.

Equation (3) shows thatIcap is a non-linear function of
IC and its time derivative_IC . More insight in (3) is ob-
tained by slightly rewriting it:

CVT _IC = IcapIC : (4)

This equation directly states the DTL principle:A time
derivative of a current can be mapped onto a product
of currents. At this point, the conventional TL principle
comes into play, since the product of currents on the right-
hand side (RHS) of (4) can be realized very elegantly by
means of this principle. Thus, the implementation of (part
of) a differential equation (DE) becomes equivalent to the
implementation of a product of currents.

The DTL principle, in combination with the static TL
principle, can be used to implement a wide variety of DEs,
describing signal processing functions. For example, filters
are described by linear DEs. Examples of non-linear DEs
are harmonic and chaotic oscillators, PLLs and RMS-DC
converters.

V. SWITCHED MOSFETCIRCUITS

The switched MOSFET (SM) technique has recently
been developed at UFSC, Brazil [8–10] and is a discrete-
time technique suitable for low supply voltage operation
as the MOSFET switches, in contrast to those required in
switched capacitor or switched current circuits, do not suf-
fer from the so-called “conduction gap.”

C
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n n+1
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Fig. 7. Switched-MOSFET delay cell.

The basic delay cell of the SM technique is depicted in
Fig. 7 [8]. Just like the basic switched-current cell, its op-
eration can be analyzed by considering it to be a switched
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current mirror [11], albeit that in a SM delay cell the stor-
age is performed by a transcapacitance instead of a capac-
itance. Its operation is as follows. When the switch is
closed, assuming similar transistors, the transcapacitance,
composed of capacitance C and the operational amplifier,
integrates the sum of iin and iM2, resulting in a voltage vo.
This voltage is transformed into similar currents by transis-
tors M2 and M3. Due to the feedback operation the sum of
iin and iM2, in steady state, equals zero and since M2 and
M3 are biased with the same set of voltages vo, VX , VDD ,
it follows:

iout

iin
= �

(W=L)M3

(W=L)M2

(5)

Thus, the output current iout becomes an inverted replica
of the input current iin. When the switch opens, voltage
vo is stored at the output of the transcapacitance and both
currents, iout and iM2 are sustained.

The switch can be implemented by a single n-MOS tran-
sistor, since it operates at a constant voltage VX which is
close to VSS and can be generated by the series connection
of two identical transistors as shown in Fig. 8 [8]. This
choice for VX ensures equal output current swings in both
directions and also guarantees that the switch operates out-
side the conduction gap.

VDD

VX

Fig. 8. Generation of voltage source VX . Both transistors are identical.

Programmability of the above SM delay cell can be read-
ily achieved by replacing either M2 or M3 by a MOSFET-
only current divider (MOCD) as introduced by Bult and
Geelen [12]. See Fig. 9. Applying a MOCD at the output
of a SM delay cell yields a delay cell of which the output
current iout is a digitally controlled fraction of the delayed
input current. Using this combination four times in a par-
ticular feedback configuration results in a universal SM bi-
quad, as presented in [9], which, for the sake of brevity, is
not discussed here. Employing the universal SM biquad,
in turn, facilitates the implementation of all types of filter
transfer funcions.

vo

VX

bM-1
bM-1 bibi

b0 b0

iout

VDD

iin'

VX

Fig. 9. Principle of a MOSFET-only current divider [12].

VI. ADVANTAGES OF DYNAMIC TRANSLINEAR AND

SWITCHED MOSFET CIRCUITS

Both DTL and SM circuits apply indirect negative feed-
back, process the information in the current domain and are

implemented using transistors and capacitors only. Hence,
a high functional density can be obtained, and the ab-
sence of large resistors makes them especially interesting
for ultra-low-power applications.

DTL and SM circuits are inherently companding (the
voltage swings are logarithmically related to the currents),
which is beneficial with respect to the dynamic range in
low-voltage environments. In addition, DTL and SM cir-
cuits are easily implemented in class AB, which entails a
larger dynamic range and a reduced average current con-
sumption. Further, owing to the processing in the cur-
rent domain, DTL and SM circuits facilitate relatively wide
bandwidth operation. At high frequencies though, consid-
erable care has to be taken regarding the influence of par-
asitic resistances, which affect the exponential behavior of
the transistors.

DTL and SM circuits are excellently tunable, by means
of currents and MOCD’s, respectively , across a wide range
of several parameters, such as cut-off frequency, quality
factor and gain, which increases their designability and
makes them attractive to be used as standard cells or pro-
grammable building blocks.

Application areas where DTL and SM circuits can be
successfully used include audio signal processing, radio-
frequency transceivers, infra-red and fiber-optic front-ends
and biomedical applications. The interested reader is re-
ferred to the open literature to find more information on
these challenging and promising new circuit paradigms.
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